MAG-Flood Stop Safety Valve

For Dishwashers and Front-loading Washing Machines

Protect your home from thousands of dollars of water damage with FLOOD STOP.

DESCRIPTION
Flood Stop Safety Valve prevents the uncontrolled water flow from burst pressure hoses used for water supply to dishwashing and front-loading washing machines.

PRODUCT CODE: FS-100 Chrome Brass Flood Stop Valve

BENEFITS
• Simple to install
• Automatic and immediately cuts off water flow at the tap in case of a hose bursting
• Safeguards your home from costly water damage
• Connects to water supply and washing machine
• Designed to shut off the water supply when flow rate exceeds 17 Litres per minute
• Provided in pairs (for hot and cold hoses)

INSTALLATION
1. Hand tighten the FLOOD STOP to the outlet of your dishwasher or washing machine supply tap/s.
2. Open tap/s very slowly until FLOOD STOP closes (please hold a bucket underneath).
3. The safety valve will close and shut off the water when the flow is greater than 17 litres per minute (this equals the maximum flow rate of the solenoid valve in dishwashing and front-loading washing machines). During this test, the FLOOD STOP must shut-off. This closure will ensure the FLOOD STOP works in an emergency.
4. Close your tap/s.
5. Remove FLOOD STOP from your tap/s to allow the valve to re-open.
6. Reconnect FLOOD STOP to the tap/s, hand tighten only. When using the FLOOD STOP for the first time, we recommend that you first switch on the machine and then proceed to open the tap/s slowly. This will deaerate the hose line to ensure the valve can shut off.

Protect your home from thousands of dollars of water damage with FLOOD STOP.
NOTE: Ensure you remove any screens which may exist in the machine hose line/s. In the case of leaking hoses or a flow rate below 17 litres per minute the FLOOD STOP will not close. Minimum operating pressure 200 kPa.

MAINTENANCE
Test the FLOOD STOP regularly. To do so, unscrew the valve and depress with your finger the inner mechanism, from the top to bottom. If the valve does not move freely or shows signs of calcination, clean the valve with a proper calcination dissolving solution or pure vinegar. Rinse thoroughly in clean water and re-fit according to installation instructions.

WARRANTY
One year warranty on materials and function. Improper connection, incorrect use and calcination are not covered by the warranty. The warranty is also void if any alterations have been made to the valve.

PLEASE REMEMBER
• Dishwashing and washing machine taps should always be closed after use.
• Not suitable for top loading washing machines.